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Abstract

The paper cryptanalyses the stream cipher �Labyrinth�� a cipher

recently proposed by Bo Lin and Simon Shepherd� Given only ���

known bits of keystream� the ��� bit key of Labyrinth is recovered in

under a second of computation using a DEC Alpha�
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� Introduction

The stream cipher �Labyrinth� has recently been proposed by Bo Lin and
Simon Shepherd ���� They suggest using Labyrinth in bulk data encryption
applications� in particular for ATM packet	switching networks� The cipher
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has a 

� bit key and Lin and Shepherd report encryption speeds of 
�� Gbs��

when the cipher is implemented in hardware�
This paper contains a cryptanalysis of Labyrinth� This requires approx

imately ��� bits of known keystream �about one second of the cipher�s out
put�� simulations indicate that a DEC Alpha would recover the cipher�s key
in under one second using this attack�

� The Cipher

This section brie�y describes Labyrinth� There are some misprints� and
ambiguities in the original paper ���� and so we have additionally relied on a
software simulation of the algorithm �written in C� and kindly provided by
Bo Lin� in producing this description�

Labyrinth may be thought of as comprising two main components�
The �rst component is a linear �nite state machine� its current state may

be thought of as a binary vector v of length 
��� the next state is obtained by
multiplying the current state by a �xed �public� 
�� � 
�� invertible matrix
M � The output of the �nite state machine consists of a binary vector r of
length ��� This vector is obtained from the current state v by calculating
r � ��v�� where � � Z���� � Z

��

� is a �xed �public� linear function� The
initial state of the �nite state machine is controlled by �� bits of the key �
these bits determine �� of the 
�� components of the initial state v� of the
machine� the remaining components of v� are key independent �and public��

The second component is a key and timedependent nonlinear function
f � The �� key bits of the cipher not involved in determining the initial
state of the linear �nite state machine are used to determine this nonlinear
function� The function f takes the �� bit vector r produced by the �nite
state machine as input and produces a �� bit output� We describe f in more
detail below�

The �� bits of key which in�uence f are broken up into three parts� The
�rst part determines an odd integer t such that 
 � t � �
 �and so this part
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consists of � bits�� The second part determines an odd integer p such that

 � p � 
� �and so this part consists of � bits�� The remaining 
� bits of
key material determine a 
� bit string K� Given t� p� K and the �� bit input
vector r� the output of f at time i is calculated as follows� The �� bit vector
r is regarded as eight �bit quantities r�� r�� � � � � r�� For each n such that

 � n � �� rn is fed into the nth SBox as detailed in the Data Encryption
Standard �DES� �
�� each SBox produces a � bit output xn� The outputs xn

are concatenated to form a �� bit quantity x� The 
� most signi�cant bits
of x are modi�ed by XORing them with the 
� least signi�cant bits of x� to
produce the �� bit quantity y� The quantity y is then rotated t bits to the
left to form the �� bit quantity y�� we regard y� as a �� bit integer� Let K �

i

be the 
� bit quantity formed by rotating K a total of ip times� This is the
only time dependent part of the function f � note that K �

i � K �

i��	 for all i�
The output of f is de�ned to be the sum modulo ��� of y� and the �� bit
integer � whose 
� least signi�cant bits are equal to the 
� most signi�cant
bits of y� and whose 
� most signi�cant bits are equal to K �

i�
The cipher operates as follows� The initial state v� of the linear �nite state

machine is determined by �� bits of the key� At time i� the cipher outputs a
block of �� bits of keystream given by f���vM i��� where f depends on the
remaining �� bits of key material and on the time i� The keystream block
is then XORed with a �� bit plaintext block in the classic stream cipher
fashion�

� The Cryptanalysis

We cryptanalyse the cipher in two stages� In Stage I� we obtain most of the
key material that is used to control the nonlinear function f � More precisely�
we obtain the 
� bit string K and the integer p by using the fact that for a
�xed key the function f is not quite surjective� We then guess the � bits of
the key that determine the integer t used in the function f � In Stage II� we
use outputs of the SBox stage of the function f to determine a collection
of linear relations that the initial state v� of the linear �nite state machine
should satisfy� If our guess for the integer t in Stage I was correct� these
linear relations determine the initial state v� �and hence the remainder of
the key�� If our guess for the integer t was incorrect� the linear relations
quickly become inconsistent and so we repeat the process with a di�erent
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guess�

Stage I� Key Material Controlling the Non�Linear Function We
recover the key material associated with the quantities K and p by using the
following lemma�

Lemma � Let A and B be the 
� bit integers formed respectively from the

most signi�cant and least signi�cant 
� bits of the �� bit output of f at time i�

If B �� ��	 � 
� then the quantity K �

i used in the computation of f has the

property that

K �

i �� A�B � 
 mod ��	�

Proof� LetW and Z be the integers formed respectively from the most signif
icant and least signi�cant 
� bits of the quantity y� given in the description
of f � The �nal stage of the calculation of f gives us� for some � � f�� 
g�

��	K �

i �W � ��	W � Z � ����� ��	A�B�

Suppose for a contradiction that K �

i � A� B � 
 mod ��	� so for some
� � f�� 
g� K �

i � A�B � 
 � ���	� Then

Z � f���	 � 
��� � �� � �B �W � 
�g���	 � 
� � ��� � � 
��

If � � �� then Z � �
 mod ���	 � 
�� a contradiction�
If � � 
� � � �� then Z � � mod ���	�
�� so Z � �� Thus ��	�B�W � ��

and so W �B � ��	� a contradiction�
If � � �� � � 
� then Z � �� mod ���	 � 
�� so Z � ��	 � 
� Thus

fB �W � ���	 � 
�g���	 � 
� � �� so B �W � ��	 � 
� Therefore W � �
and B � ��	 � 
� a contradiction�

Since all three cases lead to a contradiction� K �

i �� A � B � 
 mod ��	

when B �� ��	 � 
� as required�
The rotation K �

i of K is used in the production of every sixteenth output
block� If we therefore decimate an output stream of blocks by sixteen �con
sider every sixteenth block�� we obtain a sequence of blocks produced using
K �

i� Almost every one of those blocks �B �� ��	�
� rules out a possible value
for K �

i� A sequence of ��� such blocks ���� blocks before decimation� would
usually rule out all values for K �

i except the true value� This is an incredibly
quick method for �nding part of the key� as we only have to perform one
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�bit subtraction to eliminate a possible value for K �

i� The value p for the
rotation of K can easily be found by �nding the value of K �

j for an adjacent
decimation and comparing the two values K �

i and K �

j � Simulations indicate
that the whole process will take well under a second to complete using a
DEC Alpha�

Stage II� The Initial State of the Finite State Machine Suppose
that we have determined K and p using the method of Stage I� We now aim
to recover the initial state v� of the linear �nite state machine� We begin by
guessing a value for the integer t� there are 
� possible guesses�

Assume that our guessed value of t is correct� Given a sequence of �� bit
keystream blocks� we are able to determine almost all of the corresponding
values x that occurred as the output of the SBox layer during the calculation
of the function f � we are able to do this since the transformation that maps
the SBox output x to the output of f is almost always uniquely invertible�
By examining the output xn associated with each SBox� we may deduce
many linear relations that the vector r must satisfy� where r is the �� bit
vector used as input to the SBox layer�

As an example� suppose that the binary string 

�
 is observed at the
output of SBox 
� This implies that the input to SBox 
 is one of the strings
���
��� ��

�
� 
�
��� and 





� All these strings satisfy the relations
b� � b
 � �� b� � b� � b
 � 
 and b� � b� � b	 � 
� where bi is the ith input
bit of the SBox�

A �xed output to any SBox implies at least � linear relations of this type�
because the four possible inputs to an SBox for a given output are always
contained in an a�ne subspace of dimension �� Hence we may deduce at least
�� independent linear relations that the vector r must satisfy by observing
the output x of the SBox layer for a single �� bit block� �We may calculate
these relations either directly or by means of a precomputed lookup table for
each SBox�� Since r � ��v�M i�� these linear relations may be converted to
linear relations that the initial state v� must satisfy� Once 
�� independent
linear relations have been obtained� by calculating enough elements x� the
initial state v� may be recovered� A simple argument shows that calculating
the relations associated with � blocks should be more than enough to recover
v�� In this case� v� is obtained by row reducing a 
�� � 
�� binary matrix�

If our guessed value of t is incorrect� the linear relations that v� should
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satisfy will be inconsistent� and so we try another value of t until we succeed
in reconstructing v��

The whole of this procedure is very fast� The whole of Stage II should
take a fraction of a second to complete on a DEC Alpha�

� Final Remarks

We remark that the cipher may be cryptanalysed even if less than ��� blocks
of keystream are known� simply by carrying out Stage II of the cryptanalysis
above for each guess as to the form of the nonlinear function f � We would
expect such an attack to be completed in a matter of hours on a DEC Alpha�
Note that this attack also works if the nonlinear function f is altered so that
the transformation from the SBox output x to the cipher�s output becomes
invertible�
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